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Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un Guides Work for 

Mounting Nuclear Warheads on Ballistic Missiles 

Pyongyang, March 28 (KCNA) -- Kim Jong Un, general secretary of the 

Workers' Party of Korea (WPK) and president of the State Affairs of the Democratic 

People's Republic of Korea (DPRK), guided the work for mounting nuclear 

warheads on ballistic missiles on March 27. 

Present there were Hong Sung Mu, first vice department director of the Central 

Committee of the WPK, and other officials of the Department of the Munitions 

Industry of the Party Central Committee and officials of the Nuclear Weapons 

Institute and the Missile General Bureau. 

The DPRK Nuclear Weapons Institute reported to Kim Jong Un on recent years' 

work and production for bolstering up the nuclear force of the DPRK both in quality 

and quantity in accordance with the orientation of developing nuclear weapons and 
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strategic policy set forth at the 8th Congress of the WPK and the 6th Plenary 

Meeting of the 8th Central Committee of the WPK. 

He acquainted in detail himself with the means for applying nuclear weapons, 

technological specifications and features of structural operation of new tactical 

nuclear weapons according to the purpose of the operation and targets, 

interchangeability with different weapons systems, etc. He also learned about the 

work of putting into an IT basis the state nuclear weapon combined management 

system "Haekbangashoe" whose scientific accuracy, reliability and security have 

been strictly verified in the recent combined tactical drill simulating a nuclear 

counterattack. 

And he examined the plan and written orders for nuclear counterattack operation. 

He highly appreciated the institute for making its ceaseless efforts in the work to 

strengthen our nuclear force into the reliable force capable of coping with any 

nuclear emergency in keeping with the strategic plan and attempt of the Party 

Central Committee on combining and operating nuclear weapons by different means 

in the diversified operation spaces, and for making its great achievements. 

Saying with deep emotion that we have dauntlessly taken a rigorous and long 

road for possessing nuclear weapons, he clarified again that the enemy our nuclear 

force with powerful deterrence matches are not any state and specific group but war 

and nuclear disaster themselves, and the line of our Party on increasing nuclear 

force is aimed to defend the eternal security of the state and the regional peace and 

stability from A to Z. 

Pointing out that we should never be satisfied with the work to consolidate the 

thoroughgoing response posture of our nuclear force and should continuously strive 

to strengthen nuclear force steadily, he said that when we are flawlessly prepared to 

use nuclear weapons anytime and anywhere, nuclear weapons would not be used 

forever, and if the powerful and superior nuclear force going beyond imagination is 

ready for offensive posture, the enemy would fear us and not dare provoke our state 

sovereignty, system and people. 

Noting that the institute and the field of atomic energy should expand on a far-

sighted way the production of weapon-grade nuclear materials for thoroughly 

implementing the plan of the Party Central Committee on increasing nuclear 

arsenals exponentially and put spurs to continuing to produce powerful nuclear 

weapons, he set forth important tasks facing the institute and the field of atomic 

energy. 

The scientists and officials of the institute, who were directly guided  

by Kim Jong Un once again, made a resolution of burning loyalty to always remain 

loyal to the important mission assigned by the Party and revolution, the country and 

its people, produce powerful nuclear weapons as befitting the reliable "nuclear 

combatants" of our Party and thus stoutly defend the sacred cause of the Juche 

revolution. -0- 
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Army Unit in Charge of Important Operation Task 

in Central Front Conducts Missile Firing Drill 

Pyongyang, March 28 (KCNA) -- A missile unit in charge of an important firing 

task in the central front conducted a demonstration education firing drill aimed at 

letting its sub-units get familiar with procedures and processes for carrying out an 

important firing task on March 27. 

The drill was guided by the Missile General Bureau and watched by the 

commanding officers and combatants of all sub-units under the unit. 

The education company under the unit was involved in the drill, and conducted an 

education demonstration firing with a nuclear air explosion striking mode by two 

ground-to-ground tactical ballistic missiles. 
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In the drill for firing preparations, there was an examination of the normal 

operation of the procedures for authenticating the nuclear attack order and the 

launch approval system and a demonstration education for standard combat action 

process and handling of equipment for making nuclear assault to the pointed target 

according to the set procedures and regulations of receiving an order for nuclear 

attack. 

The tactical ballistic missiles were loaded with warheads for trial simulating 

nuclear warheads. 

The education company launched a virtual nuclear attack from Ryokpho District, 

Pyongyang City, aiming at the target islet in front of Kim Chaek City, North 

Hamgyong Province, and blasted the warheads 500 meters above the target. 

The commander of the unit said that its mission is clear and we know well about 

what we should do in contingency, affirming that if we fight, we will surely 

annihilate the enemy. 

All the officers and men of the unit made a firm pledge to uphold the military and 

strategic plan of the Party Central Committee with the fighting efficiency of a-

match-for-a-hundred by increasing the capability of a real war in every way in the 

more fierce and intensive training. -0- 

www.kcna.kp (Juche112.3.28.) 

 

 

 

Underwater Strategic Weapon System Test Held 
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Pyongyang, March 28 (KCNA) -- The Academy of Defence Science of the DPRK 

conducted another test of underwater strategic weapon system from March 25 to 27. 

The underwater nuclear attack drone "Haeil-1", deployed for the test in Wonsan 

Bay on the afternoon of March 25, reached the target point in the waters off Hwadae 

County of North Hamgyong Province on the morning of March 27 after cruising 

along an jagged and oval course simulating the distance of the 600 kilometers in the 

East Sea of Korea for 41 hours and 27 minutes and correctly set off the test warhead 

underwater. 

Through the test, all tactical and technical specifications and underwater 

navigational and technical indices were correctly estimated and the reliability and 

safety of the weapon system were verified. -0- 

www.kcna.kp (Juche112.3.28.) 

 

 


